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What does it mean to be “in Christ”?

I. Our Wealth In Christ (chp 1-3)
II. Our Walk In Christ! (4:1-6:9)
A.
B.
C.
D.

We Are to Walk in Unity
We Are to Walk in Diversity
We Are to Walk in Holiness
We Are to Walk in Love

E. We Are to Walk as Children of______________ – reflecting the “Lite of Life” – the _______
________ ___________, as the Lord allows such opportunities in our lives (5:7-14)
1. The terms “______________ &___________” are important & significant in this passage, as I
believe, they reflect the contrast between– our old life in ________& our new life in_________!
2. Light – symbolically has two aspects:
a.. Intellectually, light refers to God’s _________
b. Morally, light refers to __________________ & __________________ in life
3. Darkness – symbolically has two aspects as well:
a. Intellectually, darkness stands for ____________________
b. Morally, darkness stands for __________ &_________________________.
4. In vs 7, Paul challenges the Ephesian’s & us not to ______________ or ____________our new
lives in Christ, with living like the______________!
5. The reason for this challenge: - (5:8)
a. You were once the ___________________yourself...

b. Paul here, reminds us of our past life lived in the _________________________(cf 4:18-19),
yet now, - since getting________ – he declares ... we are__________________________!

c. Those who have come to the light, Paul now commands, to _________ as children of
_________!
d. This life is to be characterized by the fruit of that _________ (__________) (5:9)
1) “All goodness” (agathosune) =

2) “Righteousness” (dikaiosune) =

3) “Truth” (aletheia) =



How can these be demonstrated in the life of the believer?
1) By ____________ our words, thoughts, & actions to the _________of God’s truth! (5:11-13)

2) This process might be painful, but it is necessary for proper ______________________ &
____________________ to occur in you!

3) When we walk with the Lord, in the light of His word, one doesn’t mind ________________&
________________ by the WOG, because we have ____________to justify or hide in life!

4) Spiritually minded Christians don’t mind having the WOG pull down __________________in
their flesh! As this will show us either the ___________________ or ___________________of
our lives, so we can make life adjustments by the _______ direction!

6. Have no ________________ with unfruitful works of _______________

7. Rather, godliness in life of the believer should seek to be a source of _________________ to
_______________ their sinful deeds.

8. Christians, walking in the light, are designed to be God’s very ____________________________in
this dark world of sin.

9. Since God will one day bring all things to the light, whether in _________________or in
______________, it is important that believers stay spiritually __________________so as to walk in
the light, to be a _________________________ & _______________to those around them!

